
Labs in Algorithms in Signal Processors 2011 
 

----- Lab 1 ----- 

 

Exercise 1: Audio input and output via PIP buffers 
The purpose of this lab is to introduce the development tool Code Composer Studio 
(CCS) that is used for programming of the DSP Starter Kit 6713 (DSK6713). 
We start out from an existing project (dsplab1) and do some minor modifications in 
the source code. The program copies audio data from the Line In input to the 
Headphones output by reading data from the Audio Codec (A/D converted sound 
from Line In on DSK6713) and writes the same data to the Audio Codec (which is 
then D/A converted and sent to Headphones on DSK6713).  
 
Step 1 
Create a folder in U:/. Copy the content of S:/eti121_2011/dsplab1 to your folder. 
 
Step 2 
Connect DSK6713 in the following order 

1. Connect PC speaker out to DSP line in 
2. Connect the headphones to DSP headphone 
3. Connect the power supply to the DSK6713 
4. Connect the USB cable from the PC to DSK6713 

 
Step 3 
Start Setup CodeComposerStudio_v3.3 from the desktop. 
 
Step 4  
Check so that C6713 DSK is in your system. 
 
Step 5 
Click save and quit, and click yes to start CCS on exit. 
 
Step 6  
Open the project pip_audio.pjt, which is now in your own folder. 
Download the program pip_audio.out to DSK6713 using File/Load Program. Choose 
the file U:/my_folder/debug/pip_audio.out. 
Run the program using Debug/Run or the icon. 
Play some sound, for example a music file or Internet radio on the PC and check that 
you can hear the sound in the headphones. 
 
Step 6  
Examine the different files of the project, specially the source code in pip_audio.c 
and dsk6713_codec_devParams.c, and the configuration file pip_audio.tcf. 
What happens in main()? What happens in echo()? 



How is the LOG object trace used? How is the SWI object swiEcho used? How are 
the PIP objects pipRx and pipTx used? 
 
Step 7 
Change the sampling frequency of the Audio Codec to 8kHz. (Tip: May be changed 
in  ’dsk6713_codec_devParams.c’, definitions are in the included file ’aic23.h’) 
 
Create and play a sinusoid in Matlab or use Internet radio as output from the computer 
and input to Line In. Compile and build the project (Project/Rebuild or icon), and 
check possible error messages. Load the program to the DSK6713. (File/Load 
program, choose the file U:/my_folder/debug/pip_audio.out) 
Run the program (Debug/Run or icon). Can you hear your signal? If not check that 
there is sound on PC line out. 
 
Step 8 
Modify your program by changing sign of every other sample.  
 
The data transfer from input to output in echo() should then be changed to 
 
for(i=0,i<size,i=i+2){	  
	   if(i%4==0)	  
	   {	  
	   	   *dst++=*src++;	  
	   	   *dst++=*src++;	  
	   }	  
	   else	  
	   {	  
	   	   *dst++=-‐(*src++);	  
	   	   *dst++=-‐(*src++);	  
	   }	   	  
}	  
 
Note that every second read data is for the left channel and every second is for the 
right channel. This explains the ”i=i+2” and the ”i%4==0”. 
 
Save, compile and build the program, and download and run the .out-file on 
DSK6713. Listen to the output signal. What has happened? 
 

Exercise 2: Add HST file read/write and use of external memory 
We start out from an existing project (dsplab2) and will do some modifications in the 
source code. This program is an extended version of the first in that the program 
copies audio data from the Line In input to the Headphones output by reading data 
from the Audio Codec (A/D converted sound from Line In on DSK6713) and writes 
the same data to the Audio Codec (which is then D/A converted and sent to 
Headphones on DSK6713). Simultaneously (actually alternating), the program read 
data from a file on the PC to DSK6713 via the USB and writes it back another file on 
the PC. 
 



Step 1 
Empty your folder and copy S:/eti121_2011/dsplab2 into it instead, connect the 
DSK6713, start CCS and check that your program is working, by following step 1 to 
6 in exercise 1. 
 
Step 2 
Examine the different files of the project, specially the source code in pip_audio.c 
and dsk6713_codec_devParams.c, and the configuration file pip_audio.tcf. 
What are the different functions in pip_audio.c? When and how are these functions 
called? What tasks are performed by the different functions?  How are the SWI 
objects swiEcho and swiCopy used? How are the HST objects input and output used? 
What is trigging the software interrupt swiEcho? What is trigging the software 
interrupt swiCopy? 
 
Step 3 
Change the sampling frequency of the Audio Codec to 8kHz. (Tip: May be changed 
in  ’dsk6713_codec_devParams.c’, definitions are in the included file ’aic23.h’) 
 
Create and play a sinusoid in Matlab or start the Internet radio. Compile and build the 
project (Project/Rebuild or icon), and check possible error messages.  
Load the program to the DSK6713. (File/Load program, choose the file  
U:/my_folder/debug/pip_audio.out) 
Run the program (Debug/Run or icon) 
 
Connect an outfile and an infile to the HST objects input and output respectively, by 
using Host Channel Control in the DSP/BIOS menu (right click on the HST object 
and select Bind from the menu or click on the the icon). Bind HST input to the file 
you chose to copy ( e.g., U:/my_folder/input.dat) and HST output to a new filename 
of your choice, and set the maximal kB to a suitable value (e.g., 500kB).  
Start the transmission by right clicking on the two HST objects and select Start from 
the menu or use the icon. 
 
Open the Execution graph (from the DSP/BIOS menu) to see how the threads are 
being executed. Once the entire file is copied, stop the transmission and chose Unbind 
from the menu. Then check that the file copy has worked. 
 
Step 4 
In this exercise you will create a buffer in the external memory, in which you may 
save the audio samples.  We will create a buffer of 4096 floats and use it to record one 
of the audio channels (e.g. left). The buffer will be continuously being played on the 
other channel (e.g. right) with a delay as long as the buffer. Do the following steps: 
 

1. Check the pip_audio.tcf file so that the heap identifier label of the SDRAM is 
set to _EXTERNALHEAP.  

  
2. Add the following declarations to the other declarations in pipaudio.c. 

 
extern	  Int	  EXTERNALHEAP;	  
#define	  BUFFSIZE	  4096	  
float*	  buffer;	  



 
3. Add the following line in main() 

 
buffer=(float*)MEM_alloc(EXTERNALHEAP,BUFFSIZE,0);	  
 
The buffer of 4096 floats in the SDRAM is now declared. 
 

4. Add the following sample counter in the declarations of the process() function. 
 

static	  int	  buffer_counter=0;	  
	  

5. Write the ”recorder” by changing the copy line in process() to 
 

short	  temps	  
	  

for(i=0;i<audiosize;i=i+2){	  
	   audiodst[i]=audiosrc[i];	  

	   	   audiodst[i+1]=buffer[buffer_counter];	  
temps=(short)	  audiosrc[i+1];	  
buffer[buffer_counter]=(float)	  temps;	  
buffer_counter++;	  
if(buffer_counter==4096){	  

buffer_counter=0;	  
}	  

}	  
 
 
Note that audiosrc is an unsigned short which needs to be converted via short to float 
(bug?) and cannot be converted directly to float. Use Internet radio as output from the 
computer and input to Line In. Compile and build the project (Project/Rebuild or 
icon), and check possible error messages. Load the program to the DSK6713. 
(File/Load program, choose the file U: /my_folder/debug/pip_audio.out) 
Run the program (Debug/Run or icon). Does it work? 
 
 


